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“I am a fetcher”: visual poetry and the 





About the Work: 
 
“I am a fetcher” is a pattern poem. By presenting this pattern poem, I wish to show how visual 
poetry captures the organization of ‘training’, the dimension of subjectification and the 
‘reactivating of sensuousness’ in the attempt to understand how young people struggle on the 
edge of the educational system.   
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“Poetry is the here and now of the voice, of the body, and of the word, 
sensuously giving birth to meaning. (..) Poetry is the excess of sensuousness 
exploding into the circuitry of social communication and opening again the 
dynamic of the infinite game of interpretation: Desire. (…) we have to start a 
process of de- automating the word, and a process of reactivating sensuousness 
in the sphere of social communication”. (Berardi, 2012, 21) 
 
 
Philosopher Franco Berardi (2012) argues that ‘techno-linguistic automatisms’ wire the social 
body and freeze the affective potencies of language. He calls for a need to reactivate 
sensuousness, the emotional body and social solidarity; a process of de-automating the word. 
This pattern poem is the result of such a process of de-automating the word. My research 
focuses on young people on the edge of the educational system and in this case, I wanted to 
capture how marginalized young people are wrapped up in the organization of ‘training’. 
 
For this purpose, I found that visual poetry adds valuable dimensions to poetic inquiry as I know 
it (e.g. Gergen & Gergen 2012, Prendergast 2009, Richardson 1997) in three ways. Firstly, the 
pattern poem highlights the monotony of an organizational practice of offering apprenticeships 
in one supermarket department after the other to young people on the edge. Secondly, 
figuratively the pattern poem adds the dimension of subjectification (Butler 1990) at the core 
of a young person’s life, which connects to the position in the educational system and society. 
And thirdly, the pattern poem adds, what Berardi calls, the ‘reactivating of sensuousness’; the 
ability to reactivate the senses in language and in research. 
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